Landscape Perspectives: an ARPS Panel
by Peter Gawthrop, ARPS
Peter Gawthrop joined the RPS & DIG in December 2004. He obtained his LRPS in 2005
and ARPS in 2008. This article discusses his ARPS Visual Art Panel. The panel can be viewed
online at (www.lightspacewater.net) .

Figure 1. The Panel.
I joined the RPS in December 2004 and
achieved an LRPS in July 2005. This gave
me the confidence to develop my own photographic style. At this time, I had the
vague idea that I wanted to produce images that gave the feeling of being inside
the landscape. I was frustrated that my photographs gave the impression viewing the
landscape though a window, through a letterbox or though a telescope.
Early on, I decided that the way forward was to expand the camera field of
view by stitching together multiple images.
I tried various approaches, and by 2006
has settled on equipment (Canon 5D with
15mm fisheye lens) and software ( Hugin
(hugin.sf.net) ). The techniques are described in detail in my article in the Autumn 2007 number of DIGIT.
I also decided that it was about time I
learned more about photography and so
signed up for a correspondence course “Art

of Photography” at the Open College of the
Arts which I completed last year. I would
recommend this course to others who, like
me, have not had any formal photographic
training and are not able to attend a fulltime course.
By the end of 2007, I felt that I had
enough material to put together 15 images
and I submitted on CD to the March Assessment in Bath – and failed to get my
ARPS. However, it is at just this point
that the support system of the RPS swings
into action. The chairman of the panel
(John Chamberlin FRPS) contacted me and
kindly offered to look at my proposed revised panel and then put me in touch with
a local panel member Rikki O’Neil FRPS
who gave me further advice and encouragement. Finally, I attended a workshop
organised by the RPS Scottish Region in
Stirling.

Figure 3. Hole images
Did I achieve what I set out to do? I feel
that the images in Figures 2&3 (which I
have called “Tunnel” and “Hole” images
respectively) really do give a feeling of being inside the landscape.
Figure 2. Tunnel images
There were three main changes which lead
to the final successful panel shown in Figure 1.
1. I submitted prints in place of the CD,
2. I paid more attention to colour saturation and tone and
3. I replace those images identified as
weak with stronger compositions.
All of these changes were important, but
I would emphasise my experience that the
CD route is definitely to be avoided; the
main reason being that, when using a CD,
the 15 images are viewed sequentially as a
slide show whereas a print panel is viewed
as one entity. In my case, the panel has a
symmetry in shape and colour which is lost
in a slide show.

Figure 4. Planets
On the other hand, my experiments with
panoramas also revealed that the opposite

– or outside – view also had artistic possibilities – Figure 4 has two “Planet” projections.
My final thoughts on this panel are summarised by the following “Statement of Intent” which was read out at the assessment:
“This panel explores the visual possibilities released by discarding conventional
perspective in landscape photography.”
“Each image is composed from 24 pho-

tographs taken using a conventional digital camera mounted on a tripod fitted with
panoramic head. The choice of location,
time of day and lighting is particularly important as a photograph is taken in every
direction.”
“I believe that these images provide dramatic alternative perspectives on landscape
photography.”

